Abstract-The term "indoor" here refers generally to enclosed space partitioned into subspaces with connecting doors or gates. Examples include the inside of office buildings, amusement parks, and indoor shopping malls. In many applications, it is desirable to keep track of the distribution of people within the enclosed space. These applications range from smart house with automatically controlled air-conditioning and lighting, shopping assistance allocation, to business intelligence. Contact sensors are accurate but obstructive. Non-contact sensors such as automated visual recognition and RFID tags can be expensive in calibration or cost in order to obtain accurate readings. An interesting costoptimization problem is to understand how to obtain relatively accurate dynamic distribution of people from inaccurate point sensors using correlations among the point sensor readings. The paper formalizes a framework that uses a flow model and a particle-filter learning algorithm for this optimization problem based on the hypotheses that (1) there is an underlying stochastic "flow model" of people moving within the space, and (2) with the help of this flow model, counting of people can be made more accurate by taking advantage of the continuous, albeit inaccurate, point sensor readings. The main challenge is that the performance of particle filters deteriorates rapidly with the number of doors in the indoor space. We propose a divide and conquer method that uses relatively more accurate sensors at a few strategically chosen locations to achieve overall good accuracy. Experimental results given herein show that the algorithm is effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor space has become a new data management frontier recently [21] , [9] , [20] , [10] . Keeping counts of people (people counting) in different indoor areas is a useful task in various applications including smart house with automatically controlled air-conditioning and lighting, shopping assistance allocation, and business intelligence. Contact counters such as rotation-bar can be accurate but obstructive. Non-contact sensors on the other hand may need extensive calibration, be sensitive to distance between continuous passing persons, or require near perfect detection zones. Although point sensors can be carefully installed and calibrated to count accurately, we believe an integrated approach where counter sensors "help" each other using a flow model would be a promising approach for people counting.
In this paper, we establish a stochastic dynamic framework that utilizes the correlation of sensor readings to achieve an overall accurate people counting system. We assume that doors are used to partition the space, and counting sensors are deployed at doors to report the number of people who have passed through the respective doors. Our research is based on the following three premises: (1) Counter sensors especially the non-contact ones are noisy and inaccurate. Even though they can be made accurate, it costs more and requires laborintensive calibration. Our approach is in fact orthogonal to the research of improving individual counter accuracy; (2) There is an underlying stochastic "flow model" of people moving that we can utilize. This is a valid assumption because people can't move arbitrarily and are restricted by doors, i.e., which doors that a person can move through next is very much influenced by the door he passed through previously. This can be observed in a shopping mall area where the seemly "wandering" people go through stores with a stochastic pattern largely determined by her current location and demographics; (3) This flow model is represented by the probability distribution of the doors that the person is moving through next and can be obtained by various methods such as door distance and store type based distribution assignment, manual counting, and sampling using people wearing RFID tags.
This paper makes three contributions to the research in people counting. First, we take the first initiative to model the indoor people counting problem as a learning problem in the context of dynamic system. We propose a particle filtering based approach to estimate the distribution of people in indoor space. Our proposed model uses states, observations, and flow where "states" refers to the actual number of people walking through doors, observations are the sensor readings, and the flow model is for the stochastic transition between subsequent states. Estimating the states from observations (while given the transition model) is a not a new problem, however its use in people counting and our formulation are novel in some important respects. We place particular emphasis on maintaining a principled approach to the problem while simultaneously making the algorithm scalable. Due to the non-linear nature of the dynamic system we are modeling, we choose particle filters [14] over Kalman filter [12] , [13] as the basic modeling framework. Our second contribution is our STAR model to partition the space into manageable subspaces to deal with the curse of dimensionality problem of the particle filter method. Specifically, we divide the space into subspaces and use more accurate (hence more costly) sensors for the doors that connect between the subspaces. The question then is how the subspace is obtained. Interestingly, after observing the general structure of indoor space, we stipulate that a large indoor space can generally be structured via a STAR model, i.e, several rooms form a star-connection (precise definition given later) to a "central room" (often hallways and staircases) and the central rooms are connected with each other. In our STAR model, we allow some exceptions, i.e., certain subspaces are connected directly without going through the central rooms. Finally we treat each star-connected component as a subspace which reduces the use of the more-costly sensors and gives good estimation results. Our third contribution is our extensive experiment to evaluate the performance of our particle filtering based method with the conclusion that our proposed method works well in most situations, under both small and large settings.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review the indoor data management and people counting methods. In Section III, we model the indoor space. We present our problem statement and assumptions in Section IV; review of general particle filters is presented in Section V. In Section VI, we detail the implementation of the particle filtering based algorithm; Section VII discusses the scalability of particle filtering and proposes the STAR model and in Section VIII, we present our experimental analysis of the algorithm. Finally we conclude with Section IX.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is generally related to work in three categories: indoor space data management, people counting, and dynamic system estimation. The last of the three is a classic field and the foundation of our proposed framework, we will introduce the basic concepts of particle filtering in details as we need. Below we will only summarize some related work of the two former categories.
A. Data Management in Indoor Space
Indoor has become a new data management frontier recently ( [9] , [10] , [11] , [20] , [21] ). Graph model based indoor tracking was discussed in [10] . In this model, users carry RFID tags while walking in the indoor space. Indoor space was represented using several graphs, such as base graph and deployment graph based on placement of RFID readers. Jensen et al [11] studied the trajectory indexing of moving objects in symbolic indoor space. Assuming trajectories of moving objects in indoor space can be collected by RFID readers, they proposed two R-tree based structures to index the trajectories. Range monitoring of moving objects and kNN queries were studied in [20] and [21] , respectively. All these works used a graph model to represent the indoor space as we do in this paper, but they do not deal with people counting.
B. People Counting
For indoor space people counting, a lightweight people counting and localizing method using camera sensor nodes was proposed in [18] . By using motion and size criteria, they proposed to use a histogram to filter moving objects in indoor space within a specified size range with the deployment of sensors and cameras. People counting using multi-sensing application was proposed in [7] . They discussed the technique of using multiple sensors to detect the number of people passing and their moving directions through a single door. They can reach a counting accuracy with more than 95% in a 200cm wide door. Conard et al discussed a real-time people counter in [4] . By taking images in a reasonably restricted traffic flow such as in the entry of a building, it can count people with 95% accuracy in a very crowded traffic environment. While 95% is a good accuracy, we aim at using less expensive and less calibration intensive sensors to achieve similar results using readings from multi-doors. It is unclear how to extend their approaches to a multi-door context. A ram based neural network approach to count people was proposed in [17] for the purpose of predicting building usage patterns. They count people by taking images, while the neural network was used to process the images, i.e., recognize background scene. Our work differs from these works as we take these counters as given while aiming for reducing noise based on the dynamic movement of people through multiple doors in the indoor space. Our work can use these "spot" counters to achieve our goal.
Keeping accurate count of the number of people in outdoor space with the deployment of a wireless sensor network has been studied in [3] . Chow et al proposed a histogram based approach to answer aggregate location queries, i.e., how many people are located in a given region, by maintaining a histogram according to the reported counts from those "counting sensors". Several strategies are proposed to update the histogram. The feasibility of this histogram-based approach relies on the fact that in outdoor space, the cell towers can estimate how many people are in their covering region. Using counting sensors can simulate this functionality of the cell tower. It is not clear how to extend the histogram approach to indoor space. The reason is two-fold. Firstly, we generally do not have region counting sensors in indoor space. Secondly, indoor space usually cannot be modeled by a regular grid data structure (which is employed by the histogram based approach) as the size of a room and shape of rooms may be quite different. The advantage of indoor space is the more restricted movement of people that we intend to take advantage of (while [3] only uses the assumption that people generally don't move too fast).
III. MODELING THE INDOOR SPACE
Since our goal is to track the dynamic distribution of people in indoor space, it is critical to model the indoor space. In general, we model the indoor space as a graph G = (V, E), where V represents the set of spaces, e.g., rooms, hallways and stairways; E are the connectors, e.g., doors between them. We track the distribution of people by placing sensors on doors.
For the purpose of presentation, we use the floor plan shown in Figure 1 as an example throughout this paper.
In general, a floor plan is comprised of rooms, doors, hallways and stairways. For simplicity reasons, we view hallways and stairways as ordinary rooms but having irregular shapes. We also view outside as a special room. Formally, a floor plan is defined as follows:
Definition (Floor Plan): A floor plan is a graph G = (V, E), where
• V is the set of nodes representing rooms as well as hallways, stairways, and outside space; • E is a set of edges connecting rooms; In Figure 1 , there are a total of six rooms r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 
In practice, it may not be practical, nor necessary, to place a sensor for each door based on our need of keeping track of where people are. The sensor placement induces the concept of "cells" that are unions of rooms that are not sensor partitioned. More specifically, Definition (Indistinghuiability): Given two rooms r i and r j in V , if a person can move from r i to r j without being detected by any sensor then they are said to be indistinguishable.
Since doors are all bidirectional, indistinguishability is an equivalent relation over V , and each equivalence class consists of rooms within which people may move hitherto while avoiding being detected. Each equivalence class is called a "cell". For the purpose of counting people, it is only possible to estimate the people in a cell instead of in a room.
As an example, in Figure 1 , r 2 and r 5 (the hallway) are an equivalence class since there is no sensor on door 2, and hence form a cell we call "c 0 ". Room r 1 forms its own cell (c 1 ), room r 3 is cell c 2 , room r 4 is cell c 3 , and finally room r 6 (the outside) forms c 4 . Therefore, we have 6 rooms, but only 5 cells. The cells can be shown as a cell configuration graph, formally defined as follows:
Definition (Cell Configuration Graph (CCG)): Given a floor plan graph G = (V, E), a cell configuration graph is a graph
• V c is the set of equivalence classes induced by the above indistinguishability relation from V ,
r j ∈ c j such that (r i , r j ) ∈ E}. Doors often allow bidirectional movement, i.e., people can go in either direction through a door. However, there are situations where doors are unidirectional, e.g., airport security entries. In order to accommodate these different scenarios, we assume all doors are unidirectional and a bidirectional door is modeled as two unidirectional doors. In Figure 1 , we assume all doors are bidirectional and each is represented by two doors in either direction. Figure 2 gives the CCG induced from Figure 1 . Based on the definition of CCG, we aim to track the distribution of people in indoor space among the cells. By definition of CCG, this distribution can be obtained by using the number of people that pass through all doors at a given time step.
IV. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT Based on the aforementioned indoor model, we now present our formal assumptions and the problem statement.
Assumptions: Based on the CCG, for each time k, we have an N -vector of underlying accurate readings, i.e., the actual number of people that pass the doors. (We assume that all doors are bidirectional in this work and hence each door in the floor plan corresponds to two doors in either direction with two corresponding sensors.) Formally, we name this N -vector as a "state", denoted as X k . Specifically,
At each time k, since we have N partitioning sensor readings on those N unidirectional doors, we have another N -vector of sensor readings. In Figure 2 , there are 8 unidirectional doors, so N = 8. Specifically,
where each y i k is the sensor count for how many people passed a unidirectional door at time k. We denote Y k as the "measurement" for time step k.
In practice, a sensor will generate Y k . As usually found in the literature, we assume that there is a measurement function that can map a given state vector X k to a corresponding measurement vector Y k .
Measurement Function We assume the following measurement function:
where m i is the stochastic measurement noise for door d i .
Since we used low-cost noisy sensors, it is normal to assume that a Gaussian noise model exists inherent in those sensors. From here on, unless otherwise explicitly explained, we will use In the real world, people move around in the indoor space. However, people do not or cannot walk arbitrarily. For example, in a shopping mall, customers generally have different tendency to visit different stores based on, perhaps, the popularity of the stores and perhaps their age and gender. Therefore, the probability of passing some doors may be with higher probability than that of passing others. Motivated by this observation, we assume that when people who passed one door at k, the probability to pass other doors at k + 1 is a multinomial distribution. We name this distribution for all
Flow Model Formally, we assume that the movement of people is decided by an underlying stochastic flow, it is a probability distribution represented in equation (2) .
where X k and X k+1 are N -vectors at time k and k + 1,
is a probability function that characterizes a given N -vector X k evolving to another N -vector X k+1 . Generally, this system transition function is assumed to be known. This "flow model" may be obtained by tracking a sample of people wearing RFID tags or by manual counting.
Since the preferences of user movement are seldom uniform, it make sense to assume that this flow model is a multinomial distribution for any given door that a person just walks by. Denoting the flow as Γ, it can be represented using the following probability matrix:
where each entry pr i,j is the probability of a person u that passed door d i at time k, the probability of u to pass door d j at time k + 1 . For each row i, j pr ij = 1. From hereon, we denote the i-th row of Γ as Γ(i, −). A problem of using multinomial distribution is that the variance of the user movement is not controllable directly since the variance is determined by the numbers in Γ(i, −) and the number of people that pass door d i at time k, denoted as n i . To model different movement variance, we assume that there exists a movement control parameter, denoted as φ. The motivation for introducing φ is that some people that move in indoor space (e.g. a shopping mall) will do random "wandering", which follows the walking patterns of the people around him; while others may have specific targets in mind and will walk based on the flow and the demographics. Effectively, φ controls the percentage of people who display "expected behavior" as defined below.
Movement Control Ratio: Specifically, assume that the number of people that pass door d i at time k is n i , then at time k + 1, these n i * (1 − φ) will do deterministic walk based on Γ(i, −), while n i * φ people will do stochastic walk based on Γ(i, −). More specifically, we split n i people into two groups, one (expected, or deterministic) group with n i * (1−φ) people, while the rest n i * φ are in the "stochastic" group. The people in the deterministic group will walk to the next door in a deterministic fashion, i.e., n i * (1 − φ) * pr i,j people will walk to door d j for all j. For the "stochastic" group of people, we assume each person walks randomly based on the multinomial distribution given by Γ(i, −).
Since the movement variance is determined by the number of people who do random walk, we can use φ to control this variance. When φ = 0, movement variance is zero while the movement variance reaches its maximum when φ = 1.
With all the assumptions aforementioned, our problem statement is summarized as follows:
Problem 
V. THEORETICAL REVIEW OF PARTICLE FILTERS
Based on the aforementioned problem statement and those assumptions, we model the problem in the context of dynamic systems. A dynamic system has three components: the states, the measurement function and the system transition function. The states are X k ; the measurement function is presented in equation (1); the system transition function is presented in equation (2) . The problem of tracking the distribution of people in indoor space becomes how to filter out the noise in Y k to get an estimate, i.e.,X k , for accurate state X k in such a dynamic system characterized by equation (1) and equation (2) .
A common solution is to use the filtering methods. Kalman filters [12] work well when the system transition function is linear and measurement noise is Gaussian. When the system transition function is non-linear, an extended Kalman filter [13] method was proposed based on the first-order Taylor expansion. However, Kalman filters do not work well when the system is nonlinear or the noise is non-Gaussian. To bridge this gap, particle filters (a.k.a. Bayesian bootstrap, sequential Monte Carlo method) was proposed. It has been widely used in tracking, robot localization and many other applications due to its flexibility to deal with non-linear system with non-Gaussian measurement noise. Since our system transition function is non-linear, we decided to use the particle filtering method to filter out the noise.
The general idea of particle filters ( [1] , [6] ) is to use a large number of particles (samples) to represent an unknown distribution, from which the samples are difficult to draw. The core part of particle filters is the sequential importance sampling(SIS) explained later.
The problem of getting a goodX k is equivalent to estimating the posterior distribution of the state X k based on all available measurements Y 0:k , i.e., p(X k |Y 0:k ). The key goal is to filter out the system noise and measurement noise. The idea of SIS is to first draw particles for X k+1 from the system transition function Γ given particles that represent the distribution of X k . Then weights of the particles are updated. The weights of these particles quantify how much the particle is contributing to the targeted posterior distribution. By propagating the weights of the particles, a good estimate for the posterior distribution p(X k |Y 0:k ) can be reached. The sampling and weight updates for particles are two central parts in the particle filtering method. We elaborate on these two parts in Sections VI-B and VI-C.
VI. PARTICLE FILTERING BASED SOLUTION
Symbols and their meanings used in our algorithms are summarized in table I.
A. Overview of Particle Filtering Based Solution
Assume that for each time k we have an input of set P k = {P 
Algorithm 1 Particle Filtering Based Solution
Input:particles P, and weights W , sensor readings Y , T . Output: posterior distribution p(X k+1 |X k ), i.e., estimates for X k . Assumption: Initially wi = 1/M .
Method:
1: initialize particles by random sampling; 2: for (k = 2 to T ) do
3:
Sequential Importance Sampling M particles P 
if (N ef f ≤ M ) then
10:
Resampling for P Line 1 initializes the particles. We initialize the particle set P 1 at time step 1 by random sampling utilizing the initial measurements and the noise model presented in equation (1) .
The reason is that although we do not know the initial accurate state X 0 , we know the initial measurements Y 0 . The idea is to take the measurements as if they are accurate, using the measurement model in equation (1) to sample values for each P i 1 , where i ∈ [1, M] . We contend that we can obtain a variety of good particles to start with by doing such a random sampling. Formally, if the measurement noise is drawn from a normal distribution, we initialize particles using equation (3):
where P i 1 is the i-th particle at step 1, Y 0 is the initial measurement vector, M i is the noise vector based on the i-th particle at step one. Specifically,
Line 3 does SIS, Line 4 to Line 6 update the weights of particles, as explained later. A common problem that lies in particle filtering method is the "degeneracy" problem, i.e., after a few iterations, the weights of particles concentrate on a small portion of them while most of the particles have negligible weight. To avoid the "degeneracy" problem, line 8 is used to compute the degeneracy ratio, i.e., N ef f = , if this ratio is smaller than the number of particles M , then resmapling (explained in VI-D) is used. The smaller N ef f is, the more likely "degeneracy" has occurred [1] .
B. Sequential Importance Sampling
We now explain line 3: sequential importance sampling. SIS samples particles over the system transition function Γ. The input to the sampling part is a particle at time step k, i.e., P i k . The output is a particle for time k + 1, i.e., P According to the movement model mentioned in section IV, 
C. Update Weights for Particles
Now we explain the updates of weights from line 4 to line 6 of algorithm 1. Weight update is tricky and a theoretical background of the weight update can be found in an extended online version 1 . In theory, weights are updated through computing the probability P (Y k |P i k ), which is the probability of how likely the measurement Y k is from particle P i k . Our computation of p(Y k |P i k ) is based on the measurement model. We know that Y k is a vector of N noisy sensor readings. P i k is the i-th particle, i.e., an estimate for state X k . Since noise for different sensors is independent, it is easy to see that p(Y k |P i k ) can be computed using equation (5) according to the measurement model.
where
is the probability of Y k [j] on the normal distribution with mean equals 0 and standard deviation decided by P i k [j] . Since the probability of a given point on a continuous normal distribution is always 0, we used the Abramowitz and Stegun approximation to compute the probability, i.e., using the tail probability as the probability. The aforementioned sampling over system transition function and weight update comprise the core parts of SIS. Assume the dimensionality of a given CCG is N , i.e., the total number of sensored doors is N , then the time complexity for SIS is O(M * N 2 ).
1 http://cs.uvm.edu/swang1/Indoor.pdf
D. Weighting and Resampling
We now explain Line 7 to Line 11 of algorithm 1. Weighting normalizes the weights of the particles, as described in line 7. The run time complexity of weighting is: O(M ). The motivation for the resampling ( [5] , [8] , [14] ) is to avoid the "degeneracy" problem known in the particle filtering method. To avoid this problem, at each iteration, we only select those particles that have higher weights. After resampling, weights are reset to uniform distribution, therefore, the discrepancy of weights between particles is minimized. The resampling process is just a standard way of sampling and is straightforward, we refer readers to [2] for details.
VII. SCALABILITY AND STAR MODEL

A. Scalability of Particle Filters
The collapse of particle filters in large dimensions was thoroughly investigated in [19] . They provided theoretical proof that unless the number of particles grows super-exponentially to the system dimensionality, the particle filter method will collapse in large dimensionality. In our case, the dimensionality is the number of doors in a given CCG. However, since the time complexity of the particle filter method is O(M * N 2 ), where N is the system dimensionality and M is the number of particles. If we increase particle size M to super-exponential order of system dimensionality N , the run time of the particle filters will be overwhelming. Therefore, we need to optimize the performance of particle filters under large dimensionality. The solution is to run the particle filtering method on disjoint subsets of the cell configuration graph.
An observation is that a real world floor plan can be partitioned into disjoint subgraphs with connecting doors. An example real world floor plan 2 is shown in figure 3(b) . We can see that those offices are connected through the hallways and the offices located in the center can be viewed as a single disjoint subgraph. To formally model this property, we propose the STAR model for large indoor space.
B. The STAR Model
A STAR model is defined as follows: there is a center node C with several other nodes c i that are connected with C. Different parts of a building are connected together only through those center nodes C i s. There may also be very few connections between c i s from different subgraphs.
Formally, a STAR model can be defined as follows: a CCG that can be represented using a star model is a large graph
c is a star cell configuration. Figure 3(b) shows an example star CCG, where there are four star CCGs, with centers connected and a few non-center connections.
As another example, the cell plan in Figure 2 can be viewed as two subgraphs: one graph G This serves as the basis for us to apply particle filters method on large scale floor plans in order to track the distribution of people moving in large CCG.
Specifically, we first partition a large CCG into several star CCGs according to the STAR model, we then apply particle filters on each of these star CCGs and obtain an overall error estimate. For those doors that connect different star CCGs, we place connecting doors sensor, which has smaller noise than other doors. Intuitively, by applying this "partitioning" idea, we can guarantee a good local performance as well as a reasonably good overall performance. Meanwhile, we can reduce the running time of particle filters on large dimensionality compared to that of using super-exponential order of particles of N . Since now the time complexity will
where L is the number of subgraphs, and L N M . For those doors that connect different subgraphs, we call them connecting doors.
C. Measurement of Connectivity under STAR model
In this subsection, we define a measure to evaluate the interstar CCG connectivity and intra-star CCG connectivity.
In order to measure the inter-star CCG connectivity, we adopt the connectivity measure used in [16] . For intra-star CCG connectivity, we define a new measure using the algebraic connectivity [15] and the edge density for graphs.
The inter-star CCG connectivity, denoted as δ, is defined as the ratio of inter-star CCG edges to the maximum number of inter-star CCG edges possible. Formally,
where |c l | is number of nodes in star CCG G l c . The intra-star CCG connectivity measure is defined in terms of edge density and algebraic connectivity. To introduce this measure, we first introduce edge density and algebraic connectivity .
The edge density of a star CCG G l c , denoted as ρ l , is the ratio of the number of edges in that star CCG to the maximum possible number of edges in the same subgraph. Formally,
The edge density ρ l indicates how well the star cells are connected. Given two star CCGs, if the edge density is higher, then it means that the graph is better connected.
The algebraic connectivity of a graph, denoted as ψ is the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix induced from the graph. Specifically, the Laplacian matrix L of a given graph G is computed using L = D − A, where D is the diagonal degree matrix of G, i.e., each entry i in the diagonal of D is the degree of node i; A is the adjacency matrix of G. The algebraic connectivity indicates the compactness of a graph. The algebraic connectivity is dependent on the number of vertices, as well as the way in which vertices are connected. The larger the algebraic connectivity is, the more compact a graph is.
To measure the intra-star CCG connectivity, we combine the algebraic connectivity and the edge density. Specifically, the intra-star CCG connectivity, denoted as η is measured as follows:
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present our experimental design and performance analysis. The purpose of our experiment is to justify the effectiveness of our particle filtering based solution. We also want to find out how much sensor noise the particle filtering method can tolerate and how the movement variance, CCG scale and flow skewness affect the performance of the particle filtering based approach, respectively.
A. Data Generation
Data generation is based on input CCG. We generated our test data based on three different CCG. The smallest CCG has 5 cells with 8 doors, as shown in Figure 2 ; the medium CCG has 20 cells with 48 doors, as shown in Figure 3(b) ; the largest CCG has 30 cells with 72 doors, as shown in Figure 3(c) . We randomly generated the flow for each CCG. For each flow, the probability of walking from d i to its neighboring doors d j are sampled from a multinomial distribution with its parameters sampled from a random uniform distribution.
Based on each flow, we generate one simulation data set with different movement variance parameter φ. During data generation, for each fixed movement variance parameter φ and a given door d i , assuming the number of people that pass d i is n i , we let n i * (1 − φ) people do deterministic walk while n i * φ do random walk using the model described in section VI-B.
For each data set, we generate sensor readings for each door. We used normal distribution as our measurement model, i.e., the noise in the measurements are samples drawn from a zero mean normal distribution. Since we are concerned with the performance metric in equation (9), the standard deviation of the normal distribution is then a half-normal distribution. Specifically, assuming accurate reading for a given door d i is n i , sensor measurement noise level is
is the standard deviation used in generating the measurements.
B. Experiment Setup
Parameters and their values are listed in table VIII-B with default values in bold. We set the sensor noise levels from 10% to 40% and use 25% as the default value. With higher cost and more intensive calibration, 10% accuracy is achievable as discussed in the related work. We use low-cost sensors, which can be very noisy. Our goal is to show that under high sensor noise, our method can still work reasonably well for distribution estimation.
In order to evaluate the performance of our particle filters based approach, we use the following performance metric proposed in [3] :
where N is the total number of doors for a given CCG. For each parameter setting under a given flow, we change one of the parameter values and keep the others at default. All results reported are based on 10 runs for each parameter setting. For each fixed parameter setting and for each run, we have an averaged error avg i and standard deviation stddev i over 100 simulation steps. So for 10 runs, we can get 10 avg i s and 10 stddev i s. We then do average and standard deviation over these avg i and stddev i s to obtain averaged error rate and averaged standard deviations. Since the standard deviations stddev i are quite small, due to space limits, we skip reporting the figures for standard deviations.
For the purpose of experimental comparison, we also proposed a naive solution: it takes the measurements as if they are accurate. We compute the variance of these T percentages, denote this variance as ζ i,j . The variance of movement for a given data set is then measured in terms of equation (10) .
We plot the variance of movement for those three different CCGs based on different φ values, the result is presented in Figure 4 . It is easy to see that the variance of movement from data generated in those three CCGs have the same trend. Specifically, when φ is larger, the variance of movement is larger. The reason is that larger φ means more people are doing random walk and fewer people are doing "expected" walk. The variance of the movement is then dominated by those people who do random walk, which has higher variance.
Connectivity measure of STAR model: Though the star CCGs can be obtained easily, we use the two measures in equations (6) and (8) to justify that obtaining star CCGs that conform with the underlying connectivity is the best partitioning strategy. For this purpose, we tried 10 different partitioning strategies that violate the underlying connectivity. We computed the intra-star CCG and inter-star CCG connectivity as well as error rate of these 10 testing cases. In each of these 10 testing cases, we keep the same number of particles, the same sensor measurement errors, the same number of better sensors. We only change the way that we partition the large CCG into different smaller CCGs instead of following the STAR model. Results for this testing are shown in Figure 5 . We can observe from Figure 5 that the partition using the STAR model(namely, standard partition) has the smallest inter-star CCG connectivity and the largest intra-star CCG connectivity. Meanwhile, the standard partition has the smallest error rate among all 10 test cases. This justifies that partitioning strategy that conforms the STAR model is better than partitioning strategies that violate it. Averaged Error Rate Measurement Noise PF Large Scale Naive Large Scale PF Medium Scale Naive Medium Scale PF Small Scale Naive Small Scale Impact of measurement noise: We can observe from Figure 6 that the error rate for naive method increases with the increment of measurement noise. This is intuitive since naive method takes the measurements as if they are accurate. If the measurement noise is high, the error rate is high. For our PF method, we can see that it outperforms naive method under all noise levels when scale is small and under most of the noise levels when scale is large. This shows that PF method can filter out noise in those sensor readings quite well.
Impact of φ: It is easy to see from Figure 7 that with the increase of φ value, the error rate of PF method increases since there are more people doing random walk. However, naive method's error rate do not change with different movement variance values because measurement has nothing to do with φ. Under all φ values, PF method works better than naive method. Meanwhile, if we look at Figure 7 and Figure 4 together, we can see that when φ is small, the variance of movement from the data is actually small, which is easier for the PF method to simulate the walk process. Therefore, the error rate for smaller φ will be better than that for larger φ values. This indicates that the mobility pattern of people will impact the performance of the PF method significantly.
Impact of connect door noise: From Figure 8 , we can see that naive method's error rate does not change with respect to varying connecting door noise, because naive method uses the measurements only and measurement has no relation with connecting door noise. The error rate of PF method increases with larger connect noise, this is straightforward since for those connecting doors, we have more noisy readings. Therefore, the error should increase a little bit.
Impact of number of particles: The effect of particle size is presented in Figure 9 . With more particles, the error rate for naive method do not change since the estimate from Averaged Error Rate Connecting Door Noise PF Large Scale Naive Large Scale PF Medium Scale Naive Medium Scale PF Small Scale Naive Small Scale Fig. 8 . Impact of Connect Door Noise naive method is just the measurements. Measurements has no relationship with particle size. For PF method, the error rate fluctuates with number of particles since there are randomness in the method. In general, the error rate decreases with increment of number of particles. In theory, it is better to set larger number of particles for larger CCGs.
Impact of number of people: From Figure 10 we can see that the error rate of both naive method and PF method decreases with more people. This is because the indoor space becomes more crowded and it can tolerate more estimation errors. The degree of decrease on error rate for PF method is much larger than that of naive method. In short, PF and naive method favor more people.
Impact of CCG scale We can see from Figure 6 to Figure  10 that the CCG scale (i.e., number of doors) has important impact on the performance of both naive and PF method. For the impact of measurement noise, the performance of PF method increases with scale and measurement noise. This shows that in order for different scale CCGs to have same performance, we may need to set different number of particles in order to filter out more measurement noise. For impact of people, the performance of PF decrease under all scales we have tested, but the range that PF outperforms than naive method decreases with increment of scale, this means that for larger scale to work Averaged Error Rate Number of Particles PF Large Scale Naive Large Scale PF Medium Scale Naive Medium Scale PF Small Scale Naive Small Scale better, we need more people. This is true in real world situation since there are generally more people in a larger CCG. For impact of movement variance, the error rate of PF method increases with scale under the same number of people and the same number of particles. This is straightforward because larger CCG has larger dimensionality. Given the same number of people and particles, it is expected that the error rate will increase with scale. For impact of connecting door noise, for larger CCG, the number of connecting doors is larger since there are more subgraphs. With the increase of connecting door noise, the error rate for PF method will increase.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the problem of tracking distribution of people in indoor space with partitioning sensors. We first model the indoor space as a graph that contains cells and doors. Then we model the distribution tracking problem in the context of a dynamic system and proposed a particle filters based solution. To improve the performance of particle filters under large number of doors, we proposed a STAR model to partition a large indoor space into several smaller space and apply particle filters on each smaller space. Our particle filter based solution can reach a good estimate of the distribution of people under most of the cases.
However, in this work, we do not deal with a changing underlying "flow", i.e., we do not consider the temporal change in the "flow" model. We will investigate dynamic underlying flows in our future work.
